


The name Airo is derived from Ancient Greek 
meaning “to rise or li” and that is exactly what 
you can expect when choosing them, an advantage 
over your competors. Unrivalled for quality and 
standard features, each Airo model comes loaded 
with technology and reliability that sets them 
apart from any other brand. 

BBy using the most advanced state of the art 
technology and pioneering development 
processes, you can expect to achieve an average 
15%-25% longer working cycle from your Airo, 
couple this with the most efficient and high power 
baery chargers, your Airo will not only outlast the 
rest before re-charging is required, it will also be 
readyready to go again much sooner thanks to their 
“fast charge” capability.

As if longer working  and shorter charging mes 
aren’t enough of an advantage, fully compensated 
hydraulics allow for ALL the boom funcons to be 
operated simultaneously at full speed without loss 
in performance. This unique feature gives you the 
fastest li/lower mes and also makes Airo the 
most controllable plaorms in the WORLD! 

It doesn’t stop there! Each “X” series scissor li has 
the largest plaorm, highest occupancy and rated 
load available on the market.
 
This means that apart from being able to li more, 
you can also have more people in the plaorm to 
assist you, another unique STANDARD feature!!

WithWith over 50 models to choose from and working 
heights between 3 to 25 metres, whether you need 
narrow aisle access or to breach the roughest 
terrain, Airo has a model to suit your requirements. 

Built using high yielding steel, each and every Airo is 
designed to last a lifeme. 

Corrosion resistant steel hydraulic lines are 
prefered, with flexible hoses only being used where 
movement is necessary.

Readily accessible compartments make servicing 
and maintenance easy.

ElectElectrostac coangs form a posively charged ionic 
bond to the underlying metal work, making for a 
very high quality long lasng cosmec finish. 

- Finest quality 
- 24 months Warranty
- Long working cycle
- Rapid “fast Charge”
- Mul- funcon- Mul- funcon



Already loaded with technology and advantages, 
there is sll plenty to add.

With over 100 different opons to choose from, Airo 
has an unrivalled choice to match any environment 
or sector applicaon.

WhWhether you need harsh environment or corrosion 
protecon (see galvanized opon image) or 
addional help from non-marking tyres, right up to 
Atex blast and explosion proofing, the Airo range of 
equipment is unrivalled for standard factory fied 
opons. These are not expensive aer market “bolt 
ons” from third party suppliers, EVERY opon is 
avavailable pre-arranged direct from the factory and 
delivered to you – fully compliant and ready to 
work.

The deckRailXtra® system is designed to safely 
restrain and hold materials in place, allowing 
freedom of movement for the operator without 
any intrusion into the plaorm deck area. 

TheThe deckRailXtra® system has been 
manufactured using state of the art 
engineering principles and an innovave, 
harmonised design approach, both ergonomic 
and intuive to use, the whole system 
perfectly complemenng the MEWP it is 
aached to.


